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Purpose

The purpose of the chiropractic is... Practice Member Education System is to incorporate an all-

inclusive educational system into the chiropractic office to increase retainment of core chiropractic 
concepts and principles, retention and referrals. It is designed to reframe the chiropractic conversation 
happening within your community and the global market through internal office and external web-based 
branding  of simple, authoritative and qualitative messages. 

This particular manual deals exclusively with the brochure component of the system and the most 
effective implementation of this phase within the office. A poster series compliments the brochures with 
the same imagery and messages and will be available in coming months.

Future phases included short, professionally filmed segments going into more detail with each of the 
core concepts of the program and will be made available for practice member viewing through tablet 
based computers, web streaming applications, and office websites.

Similarly branded websites with heavy Search Engine Optimization are in development to attract 
potential new practice members as well as flood the internet with positive Chiropractic messages. One 
has only to do a quick Google search of the term “chiropractic is” and see the autosuggestion results to 
understand the dire need to reframe and rebrand the Chiropractic profession.

Is this what you want people in your community to see when they Google “chiropractic”? 
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Premise

The premise behind all the chiropractic is... educational tools revolves around the belief that once 

someone truly understands chiropractic, choosing to be checked for the presence of vertebral 
subluxation throughout a lifetime is the only logical choice. The only available objections then become a 
distorted perception of cost vs value, ability to afford services, or values not congruent with what 
chiropractic is offering. 

From this point, the education is easy. The majority of the world already has a vitalistic, or at very least, a 
holistic worldview. The key is realigning them with that underlying background theory and supporting 
them through the paradigm shift that will occur while in your office. Changing beliefs is not easy. Only the 
individual can accept something as true. However, at their most basic framework, practice members 
have already accepted your premise and need only to be reminded and reconnected to it and the the 
things they value most. 

Chiropractic has always contained a simple message. One that can be as profound as a simple spiritual 
truth or as in-depth as the most lengthy scientific dissertation. However, the end product, optimal 
expression of life, is not dependent upon the message alone.   It is dependent upon the ability of that 
message to be understood and compelling enough for the individual to not only try chiropractic, but to 
utilize it for a lifetime as we all do. 

Not all will. Not everyone values what we value. That is evident by the choices people make all around 
us. But many more would make that choice if they only knew it were available to them. 

For too long the chiropractic messages to the public have been weak and defensive. Constantly trying to 
defend and legitimize our value instead of claiming it ourselves. The chiropractic is... message is 

clear. It is assertive and it is definitive for your practice members. It addresses misconceptions and 
reframes the conversation in a manner we desire for their ultimate benefit.

My hopes are this office educational system and material will assist you in communicating the message 
effectively and increase our collective impact on the global health and well-being of society.

It’s time we shared what chiropractic is... with the world.
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Implementation

Implementation of the chiropractic is... brochures within the office is essential to the success of the 

program. Anyone can place brochures on their counter or or walls, but without taking advantage of the 
strategically designed and scheduled delivery, the chances of successfully educating your practice 
members and generating increased retention and referrals as a result of the brochures is minimal.

Each of the 12 brochures are designed to be given in successive order between visits 1-12 with visit 12 
culminating with the first progress exam. If your office performs progress exams on a different visit (say 
visit 8  or 15 for example) give Day 12 chiropractic is... about getting checked  to them on that 

visit instead.

Along with the CA giving the practice member the brochure to read before interacting with the doctor 
each visit, the doctor should also briefly discuss the topic with them to ensure they understand its 
meaning. Each brochure is designed to communicate a key message, but also to address any potential 
objections as well. 

In addition, visits number 5 and 12 also come with a quiz for your practice members. Quizzes are a great 
way to stress the importance of what your practice members are learning and emphasize that you are 
interested in them and their care in your office. It also provides the essential feedback that lets you know 
how well they have retained the information and are able to communicate it to others, and what you 
specifically need to review and perhaps role play with them.

Future phases of the educational program will also include short, professionally filmed segments to be 
viewed on a tablet computer, a computer monitor or on a reception room television. Optimum education 
comes from various delivery modes to accommodate all learning styles.
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Day One: The First Visit    chiropractic is...

The first visit is our opportunity to tell the new practice member what chiropractic is. It’s our chance to 
“tell the story.” 

It’s also our chance to blow the relationship before it ever gets going. 

Assuming your new practice member hasn’t been referred in by one of your all-
star practice members and that they know little about what chiropractic truly is, 
it is not a great idea to lay it all out there on the very first visit. One, they will not 
hear it all, and two, you can potentially scare them away before you’ve had a 
chance to earn their trust and have their full attention. 

The first visit is attendant with many possible emotions, expectations, and 
objections. Whether they have never been to the chiropractor before or their 
grandfather was taught by BJ Palmer, the situation will always be unique to 
that individual. Understanding people, their motivations and how to 
communicate with them is an art form of its own. It is advisable that you study 
these areas in depth if it does not come naturally for you. Any healthcare 
provider, but particularly the chiropractor, who wishes to be successful needs 
to be able to interact with people in a way that is pleasant, attractive and not 
offensive or abrasive. Not sure if this is you? Ask close friends and family 
members to give you the absolute truth. :)

Your job as a chiropractor is simple: Understand what the person in front of you is trying to communicate 
and why, and then explain just enough about chiropractic’s basic principles prior to checking them for 
vertebral subluxation for the potential new practice member to be comfortable with the process.

Most chiropractors talk too much on this first visit. They either think they need to convince the person in 
front of them or they ask a litany of irrelevant questions in an attempt to seem more thorough than other 
providers the person may have seen in the past. The end result is the waste of everyone’s time and 
potential to lose the confidence of the person in front of them.
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Keep the first visit simple and to the point. Socratically draw information and lead the practice member 
to a deeper understanding of the basic difference between living and inert matter, the brain-body 
connection via the nervous system and the interference to that connection caused by vertebral 
subluxation. Use basic analogies that relate to that person’s career or hobbies and tie the value of care 
to the things that motivate them in life in general and to seeking care in the first place specifically. It really 
is that simple and it doesn’t take long.

The Day One chiropractic is... brochure is designed to set the stage for the new practice member’s 

experience in your office before you walk in the door. It is simple, to the point and purposefully brief to 
ensure the likelihood your new practice member actually reads it. It sets boundaries while still addressing 
the usual concerns of the practice member and sets the tone of your office on the nerve system and the 
detection and correction of vertebral subluxation as a regular part of one’s lifestyle.
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Day 2: The ROF     Chiropractic is... scientific.

The second visit is met with several possibilities. Those possibilities can range from a super excited and 
enthused person ready to get on with care, a skeptic who is second guessing their decision in the first 
place or my personal favorite, the tag along spouse with his arms folded and eyes rolling. It is important 
to test the waters before diving into your care recommendations. What concerns do they have? What is 
their body language displaying?

One point that is either at the forefront or background of the general public’s mind is that chiropractic is 
unscientific. It is important to address this misconception at this pivotal point to ease the potential fears 
and concerns of the new person in your office. 

Chiropractic is scientific. It is based upon the most basic but universally accepted 
scientific principles. It is so commonly accepted that it has become overlooked by 
a disconnected society. Reconnect and realign your practice members with a 
simple message that will reframe the way they communicate chiropractic with their 
loved ones and the community.

Make sure of course that you are armed with the scientific research as well for the 
more analytical types. Drs. Christopher Kent, Dan Murphy, James Chestnut and 
Malik Slosberg have put together plenty of information to review so that you can 
share it with anyone questioning the validity of chiropractic.

The Day 2 chiropractic is... scientific brochure is not designed to teach 

as much as it is to help your practice member know they are in the right place and 
support your ROF consultation and recommendations for care.

The ROF should cover the basics of subluxation, their findings, a care plan designed to correct the 
subluxations and an opportunity for your practice members to choose an optimal wellness/maintenance 
plan then or at a later date.
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Day 3  Chiropractic is... subluxation.

By now it is assumed you have explained subluxation on the first and second visits in some detail. The 
concept is presented in the Day 3 chiropractic is... subluxation brochure to solidify in the mind 

of your practice member what subluxation is, why it is important to be checked for subluxation and why 
your care is focused on its detection and correction. It plants the seeds of understanding how common 
vertebral subluxation is in society and the thought and questions about having their families checked as 
well.

Most offices do a terribly poor job of actually teaching subluxation in an effective manner. Don’t believe 
me? Try polling your practice members. Chances are it won’t be pretty. I performed this in my office and 
was astounded by my results. Which is exactly why this system was developed. I thought I was teaching 
people about chiropractic and subluxation, but the answers I received clearly indicated otherwise. The 
chiropractic is... Practice Member Education System doesn’t guess about things this important. On 

Day 5 and Day 12 your practice members will receive a short quiz to gauge how well they are retaining 
core concepts and provide an opportunity for you to review with them anything they may not have fully 
understood.

One of the most important concepts to get across to your practice members 
regarding subluxation is WHY you are addressing it in the first place. Is it only 
because you want to remove something from them or because you want to allow 
them to experience and express their natural health, function and life in a state of 
ease? Dr. Kevin Donka has expressed this extremely well and I suggest you contact 
him if you are looking to shift your dialogue with your practice members away from 
a very allopathic concept of trying to constantly remove something, to our vitalistic 
concept of restoration and restoring what is absent.

What is the entity? Is it health or disease? Are we most concerned with the 
presence of subluxation or the presence of our innate health and function? The 
answer is obvious but we are also obviously concerned and focused on the 
detecting subluxation in our practice members. The key is ensuring your practice 

members understand the concept of subluxation and are able to communicate it to others, but without 
focusing on it so intensely that our end product and desire for the practice member, optimum expression 
of life, is overlooked or overshadowed by the negative effects of subluxation.
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Day 4      Chiropractic is...vitalistic.

If you aren’t talking about vitalism in your office, you are not teaching chiropractic. 

While someone certainly doesn’t need to understand our vitalistic principles for the 
effects of subluxation correction to be experienced in their lives, failing to share our 
vitalistic principles is potentially damaging to the ongoing relationship with your 
practice member as well as their general health and well-being. A vitalistic, ADIO 
perspective on life has obvious health and well-being benefits beyond the 
correction of vertebral subluxation. Also, when people are realigned with a model 
of living that is most congruous with the laws of nature, choices such as receiving 
regular chiropractic care are a natural consequence. 

With that said, your practice members don’t need to be and don’t want to be beat 
over the head with Universal and Innate Intelligence. They certainly don’t want or 
should it be misrepresented in a way that attaches overt religious or spiritual 
overtones. While certain populations may resonate with that approach, the effects 
on the profession’s global utilization are damaged by such a position. For religious 
minded practice members it is acceptable to say something to the effect of “While Universal Intelligence 
could certainly be created by God, chiropractic philosophy stops short of making such a determination. 
We recognize that there is a universal order in everything. From the planets revolving around the sun to 
the intricate workings of the human body, there is a natural order and perfection to the universe.” 

Explaining vitalism does not have to be difficult, uncomfortable or compromise the beliefs of the people 
in your office. Years ago, chiropractic philosophers took the necessary steps to remove the religious and 
spiritual descriptions of Universal and Innate Intelligence to explain chiropractic in a manner that could 
easily be accepted by any population and still retain its vitalistic nature. It is imperative your practice 
members understand the vitalistic nature of what you do and who they are in a way that does not 
compromise the position of chiropractic in society.

By Day 4 it is assumed you have touched on these concepts on the first and second visits as well. It is 
reintroduced here to refresh the awareness in the minds of your practice members. People need 
repetition. Repeating this practice member education tip will increase understanding and retention in 
your office.
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Day 5  Chiropractic is...specific.

It is important to clarify the uniqueness of chiropractic. 

Specificity is one such distinction that allows us to teach several concepts at the same time.

It first provides us an opportunity to emphasize that you are searching for the 
specific source of nerve interference occurring as a result of subluxation and 
interfering with their optimum health, function and well-being. At a time when 
practice members may begin to question why you are only adjusting their upper 
neck, a gentle yet firm reminder is provided to keep your practice members back 
on track.

It also allows you to address the common questions we all dread to hear, “Doc, 
can you push right here?” or, “Doc, I don’t think you got it.” Before you run them 
out of the office, use this opportunity to discuss the specificity of chiropractic, our 
distinct differences from other professions, and the possible remote nature of 
subluxation from potential symptoms of the practice member.

A great response to someone that says, “Doc, I don’t think you got it,” or “It still 
hurts right here,” is to first of course re-check your findings. Does your post check show clear? (You do 
have a pre and post check procedure don’t you? If not please contact me to discuss how important this 
is.) If not, then perhaps your practice member was correct and you should perform another analysis. If it 
is indeed clear, try this, “John, I understand you still feel pain (feel that something is off), however your 
nervous system is showing clear. What we find is that once the subluxation has been cleared and proper 
nervous system function restored, your body is best able to correct other dysfunction on it own and in 
the shortest amount of time possible.” That works like a charm 99% of the time, and is best for the 
practice member.

Day 5 your practice members will also receive a short quiz (in the back of this document) to gage how 
well they are retaining core concepts and provide an opportunity for you to review with them anything 
they may not have fully understood. Some doctors may balk at the thought of quizzing their practice 
members, but if you don’t ask them what they have learned, how do you know they have, and are you 
okay with them miscommunicating what you do and what chiropractic is with their friends and family?
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Day 6  Chiropractic is... about intelligence.

The Day 6 chiropractic is... about intelligence brochure has two purposes.

The first purpose revolves around the repetition of our core vitalistic message. Repeating messages in 
various ways is important for different types of people to understand those messages. It also serves as 
repetition without becoming boring or overtly repetitive. It clarifies what we mean by Universal and Innate 
Intelligence and provides a great opportunity for discussion with the doctor.

The second purpose is to link your practice member’s choice to seek chiropractic to 
an intelligent one. When they read the title and see the imagery of Albert Einstein, the 
natural association is that chiropractic is a rational, logical, intelligent choice. Which 
of course it is!

When we assume people will make the correct choice and tell them what that choice 
is, they are much more likely to make it. Especially when they believe others are 
doing the same. The majority of the public does not get their spines checked 
regularly like they do with their teeth, is because we have never effectively told them 
to do so. 

The only reasons for not making the intelligent and logical choice of having one’s spine checked for the 
presence of vertebral subluxation are a distorted perception of cost vs value, ability to afford services, or 
values not congruent with what chiropractic is offering. That’s okay. Not everyone wants what you are 
offering. It is not our job to save the world. If it were, we would be given capes upon graduation. It is not 
possible to save everyone, nor is it our job to do so. That burden is far too heavy for the individual 
chiropractor or even the entire profession to carry. It also goes against our ADIO philosophy. Our job is 
not to push and manipulate people into doing things. However, we can and should communicate in a 
way that meets their individual personalities and shares the chiropractic objective in a way that attaches 
it to the things they value most in life.

Whether or not they choose to receive your care is always up to them and no failure on your part if you 
have shared the message.
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Day 7  Chiropractic is... about transmission.

Everyone gets that signals can be transmitted. They are all around us.

Messages speeding down fiber optic cables or wirelessly, the Millennial generation 
especially gets this concept. Using analogies to describe the transmission process in 
the bodies of your practice members helps make it more real and understandable 
for them. Something they rarely think about is brought to the forefront of their 
consciousness by the Day 7 chiropractic is... about transmission 

brochure.

The message is simple, understandable, easily related to friends and family and 
keeps the focus on the nervous system and removing interference to that system so 
they can express full and optimum potential.

Don’t complicate things by trying to impress people with your knowledge of the 
exact communication pathways. I’m not saying don’t be well-informed of those 

pathways, but your practice members certainly don’t need to go that much in depth.

The Safety Pin Cycle is still an excellent way to describe the basics of the nervous system that your 
practice members can easily visualize. I suggest you use it on the first and second visit with a dry erase 
board so your practice members can see the disconnect caused by vertebral subluxation and 
understand the simplicity of restoring that connection via the chiropractic adjustment.
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Day 8  Chiropractic is... different.

The public already knows chiropractic is different. Some have negative and ill-perceived associations 
with it while others have positive knowledge of chiropractic’s inherent differences from other healthcare 
professions. The chiropractic is... Practice Member Education System doesn’t believe in 

pussyfooting around these sensitive and real issues. If we are going to change the perception of the 
public it is sometimes best to embrace a concept that people may think is negative and reframe it in a 
way that it becomes a positive benefit for them. 

By this point in care, many practice members have received or are about to 
receive negative feedback or reactions by those that know they are receiving 
chiropractic care. While this is becoming less and less of a problem, it is still a 
very real issue in the chiropractic office. One that is rarely addressed and leaves 
the practice member defenseless and potentially second guessing their decision 
to receive your care.

The Day 9 chiropractic is... different brochure appropriately frames the 

differences and distinctions of chiropractic, allows the doctor and staff to address 
any possible concerns, and focuses the practice member on the differences that 
caused them to seek your care in the first place.
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Day 9  Chiropractic is... about expression.

If chiropractic could have a tagline, it should be, “Chiropractic. It’s about expression.”

That tagline could work for the entire factioned profession if the leaders were more concerned with 
serving more people than being right or destroying competing belief systems. While we don’t currently 
have a positive national public awareness campaign like this, there is no reason why you cannot make it 
your own campaign in your office and community. chiropractic is... is designing a poster with this 

message and we plan on making it free to the profession to help shift the conversation so be sure to join 
our mailing list to receive notification of free products, discounts and new educational tools.

At this point in care, practice members are typically beginning to “feel” better. The 
initial decision to begin corrective or long-term lifestyle care may not seem as 
important as it once did when they were motivated by pain. This is why it is 
important to link their care to the ultimate objective of care in your office: the 
potential to express optimum function, health and life. 

We do that by explaining the concept of nerve interference at a deeper level. Most 
people get that irritation and interference to the nerve system could cause pain 
and disability. Most, however do not make the logical jump to things they cannot 
necessarily see or feel. 

The Day 9 chiropractic is... about expression brochure uses wording 

and imagery designed to help take your practice member to the next phase of 
understanding in chiropractic. 

It also sets up a great conversation for the doctor to find out how the practice member or others in their 
life may not be expressing full potential and devise a strategy (referral packet, etc) for getting them into 
the office to be checked.
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Day 10   Chiropractic is... about choices.

As the first progress exam approaches (you are doing progress exams right?!?) your practice members 
have a lot of decisions to make. Chances are they still value your care for the restorative nature of the 
adjustments and haven’t totally understood the importance and value of having one’s spine checked on 
a regular basis throughout life.

This is the perfect opportunity to set the stage for those future decisions and let them know that you 
respect them and appreciate their choice thus far to place their trust in you and your office. It lets them 
know they are in charge of making the decision to receive care in your office or not.

Many times, chiropractors seem desperate and in need of the practice member 
instead of the practice member needing the chiropractor for his or her distinct 
skills. Constant phone calls and repetitive reactivation postcards reek of a 
provider that is desperate, and interested more in money than the health of the 
practice member in their eyes. While that may not be the case, and I’m certainly 
not suggesting to never call or use reactivation techniques, it should be done 
sparingly and after a certain number of contacts, the person should be placed 
on an inactive status.

When you focus on socratic education, respect, and free will, your practice 
members will make intelligent choices in line with their values. Taking a confident 
and caring attitude of “here it is, this is what I’m offering” will naturally attract 
those that want what you have and turn around some that may be more 
skeptical of your intentions.

Ultimately, do you want a practice that focuses on the few that don’t want what you are offering or those 
that do and are much more likely to tell others that will want the same thing? A dream practice is built 
using the later technique. A stressful and unfulfilling practice is the likely product of the former.
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Day 11   Chiropractic is... about value.

Chiropractic is about value and values.

As has been stated throughout this manual several times, not everyone is going to value chiropractic 
because it simply is not in alignment with their values. While many people need to be educated as to 
why chiropractic is indeed in line with the things they value most in life, many others will not respond to 
any amount of educational opportunities available to them.

That is fine. It is their choice. Let them go. Perhaps at a later time in life they will be ready but it is not our 
job to push them.

The Day 11 chiropractic is... about value brochure is designed to stress 

both the monetary value of regular chiropractic care, link that value to the things 
your practice members value most in life, and emphasize that your office 
specializes in this type of care as evident by the many others that choose this 
option.

It provides an opportunity to discuss how chiropractic care has improved their 
quality of life at a time right before the first progress exam. With the previous Day 

10  chiropractic is... about choices and this brochure emphasizing 

chiropractic’s true value, your practice member is in a perfect position to make an 
informed decision regarding how they utilize chiropractic in the future.
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Day 12   Chiropractic is... about getting checked.

Chiropractic is about getting checked not getting adjusted.

Yes, we adjust when necessary, but it is much more important for people to understand that we are 
most interested, and they should be too, in having their spines checked for the presence of vertebral 
subluxation.

Subluxation is not the thing we want to find is it? We want to find our practice members in their natural 
connected state of full expression don’t we? When we focus on subluxation and getting adjusted, our 
practice members are also not focused on the why behind getting adjusted.

They are also not focused on the need for their family and friends to get checked. 
By making chiropractic about getting checked, versus getting adjusted, we 
reframe the conversation in the practice member and public’s mind that getting 
checked by the chiropractor is as natural, normal and necessary as getting one’s 
teeth checked.

Because this brochure is given relatively early on in care, and most people initially 
enter our offices with some sort of complaint, the focus of the brochure is on the 
importance of frequency of care, progress exams and principle #6, “There is no 
process that does not require time.”

Day 12 (or what ever day you perform progress exams) your practice members will receive another short 
quiz (in the back of this document) to gauge how well they have retained core concepts and provide an 
opportunity for you to review with them anything they may not have fully understood. This particular quiz 
focuses also focuses on others in their lives that should also be getting checked by the chiropractor and 
presents a perfect opportunity to address that with them.
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Day 13 to ...?

The educational process never ends in the chiropractic office. 

People are constantly hammered with an Outside In approach to health and life. Chiropractors 
sometimes wonder why their practice members “don’t get it.” They do get it. But they naturally revert to 
subconscious programming that has been there some times for decades.

This is why it is essential to have reinforcing and engaging messages on your walls, on your monitors/TV, 
on your whiteboards. Asking questions of your practice members, respecting their choices, gently 
challenging their beliefs when they perform acts that are not congruent with the vitalistic, ADIO 
philosophy they claim to have. These are the tools of vitalistic teacher. We must draw out what is innately 
inside of them and provide opportunities to learn, grow and evolve in a safe environment.

In time, weak, incongruent paradigms break down. In the process, practice members sometimes feel 
scared, angry and bewildered. They are seeing the world with a fresh set of eyes that were always there 
but clouded by a veil of lies. Guide them, reinforce, and empower them with what Dr. Fred Barge called a 
Life Without Fear: our Chiropractic Philosophy of both Life and Health.
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Next Steps?

If you are looking for a comprehensive educational plan geared at shifting the awareness of your practice 
members and attracting more people who are congruent with this message into your office, 
chiropractic is... will be releasing multiple phases that may be incorporated individually or together.

Posters with the same theme and message to consciously and subconsciously support your practice 
members’ educational process in addition to short, professionally filmed segments explaining each 
concept in more depth with also be available for delivery on tablet computers and streaming over the 
internet.

Professionally built, search engine optimized, and economically priced websites with the chiropractic 

is... branding and message are now available to help attract locals to your office as well as flood the 

internet with positive and assertive statements of what chiropractic actually is.

If you are interested in any of our services and messages please join our mailing list to stay informed and 
contact us at info@chiropracticis.com to express your interest.

Thank you for your purchase of the 

chiropractic is... Practice Member Education System.

If you have any questions, comments or general feedback, we are always looking to improve the 
message and our collective impact on the global health and well-being of society.
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Chiropractic Care Survey #1

We’ve found in this office that the people that get the best results understand the most about their care.

That’s why we strive to share as much about you, your progress and about chiropractic as possible to 
help you get the most out of your time and investment in your care. We’ve developed a couple short 
surveys to gauge how well we are doing and to help us to identify any areas we need to share more with 
you.

Thank you for your feedback. There are no wrong answers on the road to optimum health and well-being!

1. What is vertebral subluxation?
a. a sprained spinal ligament               c.  a vertebra out of place causing nerve interference
b. a pinched nerve                               d.  a dislocation of any joint in the body

2. Select only one answer that most appropriately describes chiropractors.
a. bone doctors
b. nerve doctors
c. drugless doctors
d. similar to physical therapists

3. True or False? Vertebral subluxations always cause symptoms.
a. True
b. False

4. Which system controls and coordinates every function of your body:
a. the digestive system                          c. the respiratory system
b. the circulatory system                        d. the nervous system

5. What makes chiropractic unique and distinct from other healthcare professions?
a. Chiropractors are the only drugless practitioners.
b. Chiropractic is the only profession that addresses vertebral subluxation.
c. Chiropractors take care of the whole body.

6. Vertebral subluxations are caused by:
a. Stress                                                  c.  Chemicals, toxins, etc
b. Injuries, falls, accidents                         d.  all of the above

7.   How would you describe vertebral subluxation to someone:



Chiropractic Care Survey #2

Along with consistent care and progress exams, we’ve found that education is a huge part                    
of helping people achieve optimum health and well-being

To once again ensure that we have shared as much about you, your progress and chiropractic as 
possible, we’ve developed a another short survey to gauge how well we are doing and to help us to 
identify any areas we need to share more with you.

Thank you for your feedback. There are no wrong answers on the road to optimum health and well-being!

1. How are messages transmitted from your brain to your body and vice versa?
a. through the cells                                c.  by the skeletal system
b. by the nervous system                      d. by the circulatory system

2. What is the term for interference to the nervous system caused by a misaligned vertebra?
a. pinched nerve                                    c. vertebral subluxation
b. neuritis                                               d. biomechanical dysfunction

3. What is the true value or potential of chiropractic?
a. to help people out of pain        c. to remove all stresses from their lives
b. to fix bad backs                        d. to help people express life and health more fully

4. At what point in life should someone have a properly functioning nervous system?
a. once in a while                                    
b. when it is convenient
c. always

5. When would be the optimal time for someone to have their spine and nerve system first 
checked?
a. 5 years old                                          c. when they have a problem
b. between 7-10 years old                      d. at birth

6. Why does the chiropractor check the spine?
a. to detect and correct subluxation
b. to ensure that the nervous system is functioning optimally                         
c. to remove interference to the nervous system
d. all of the above

7.   How would you describe the purpose of chiropractic to someone:


